Studying Earth’s History
7 students can view this article in their library.

Freckle Level: 10B
The earth formed around 4.5 billion years ago, making it about
one-third as old as the universe. Though no living creature was
around at the time, over time, scientists have been able to gather
a remarkable amount of information about the early days of the
earth. Evidence discovered in a wide range of natural sciences
has been used to understand the events that happened so
distantly in our planet’s past. Rock layers, the fossil record, and
major geologic and atmospheric events have helped scientists
build a timeline of the history of Earth.

What Rocks Can Tell Us
The study of rock layers is called stratigraphy. Stratigraphy is
mostly concerned with the study of sedimentary and layered
volcanic rocks. By studying rock layers, scientists have been able
to create a system of chronological dating, known as the geologic
time scale.

Writing
Skills: Narrative, Writing Conventions
Imagine you are a geologist
studying rock strata in the desert
near Las Vegas, Nevada. Write a
journal entry describing what you
hope to learn from the rock strata.

Vocab
organisms
evolution

Reading
The basic principle behind the time scale is that rock layers were
laid down in sequence, and that each layer represents a portion
of time. As time went on, geologists learned that the order of
layers could become distorted after deposition, and that layers
that were laid down at the same time could appear totally
different based on the location.
However, using both the relative positions of different rock
strata and fossil evidence, scientists have been able to define
different eras on the geologic time scale. Changes in the
composition of the layers usually indicate that there was a
considerable geological or paleontological event, like a volcanic
eruption or mass extinction.
Stratigraphy allows us to understand how these layers came to
be, and what their arrangement says about the environment in
which they were deposited. With this knowledge, we can learn
about how the surface of the earth used to be at different
periods in history.

Skills:
RI.4: Word Meaning & Choice
RI.8: Claims & Evidence
RI.4: Word Meaning & Choice
Based on the word parts in the word
“sedimentary”, what does the word
probably mean?

easy to tear
made up of sediments
without any sediments
said a long time ago
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RI.4: Word Meaning & Choice
What does the word “iridium” mean in
the section “What Rocks Can Tell Us”?

something that is diﬃcult to see
Rock strata in red sandstone
Geologists have also been able to use rock strata to learn about
major events in Earth’s history. For example, the end of the
Cretaceous period is marked by a geological signature known as
the Cretaceous-Paleogene boundary. In rock strata, this is visible
as a thin band of rock. This boundary between time periods,
marked by rock, has helped geologists discover a mass extinction
event, which destroyed most of the world’s species, including the
dinosaurs.
A team of researchers led by physicist Luis Alvarez discovered
that layers of sedimentary rock at the Cretaceous-Paleogene
boundary contained high levels of iridium, an element that is very
rare in the earth’s crust, but plentiful in most asteroids and
comets. From this discovery, Alvarez’s team hypothesized that an
extremely large asteroid hit the earth at that time, resulting in a
dust cloud which blocked the sun for a few years, and caused the
extinction of many organisms.

Clues from Fossils
Another way that scientists have been able to gather data about
the history of Earth is through the remnants and imprints of
organisms from previous eras preserved in sedimentary rock,
which are called fossils. The fossil record provides us with
valuable information about both the history of life and Earth’s
geology.
The type of fossils that are found in different areas can provide
indications about the geography where they were deposited. For
example, if there are fossils from marine organisms, we can infer
the presence of seas or oceans. Geologists can also use fossils to
determine the age of the strata in which they are located, though
this isn’t always exactly precise.
Oftentimes, each layer in rock strata contains different fossils
from the layers above and below it. Scientists have looked at
sequences like this in locations around the world and have
observed that the same fossilized organisms occur in the same
order. These comparisons have enabled scientists to create a
continuous record and timeline of lifeforms on Earth.

a boundary line
an element found rarely in the
crust of the earth, but often in
objects in space
a new discovery
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RI.4: Word Meaning & Choice
What does the author’s use of the
word “breakthrough” in the section
“Clues From Fossils” tell us about
Nicholas Steno’s discovery?

It was not very useful or
important.
It was a discovery that was later
proven to be wrong.
It broke all the information that
scientists had previously ﬁgured
out.
It was a very important discovery
that had lots of impacts in the
future of science.
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RI.8: Claims & Evidence
Based on the text, what evidence
exists to support the claim that a mass
extinction once happened due to a
large asteroid hitting Earth?
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One of the first fossil discoveries occurred in the seventeenth
century. Nicholas Steno noticed how similar shark teeth and
rocks known as “tongue stones” were. He asserted that the
“tongue stones” were in fact teeth that came from sharks that
once lived on Earth. This was a breakthrough moment for the
scientific community. Now people understood that fossils
provide a record of past life.

A team of scientists walked into
a dust cloud blocking the sun.
Telescopes were able to capture
images of the asteroid and its
collision.
High levels of iridium, a
substance mostly found on
asteroids, were discovered in
rock strata.
This claim is not supported by
any evidence in the text.

Fossils of shells
Fossils can also tell us about the environment where they were
deposited. For example, there are certain types of coral that
require warm shallow water. Rocks have been found containing
these kind of fossils in present-day polar regions, which leads
scientists to infer that the crust where they were deposited has
since shifted its position on the surface of the earth.

Earth-Changing Events
Major events are another way that scientists have been able to
build an understanding of the development of Earth. Events like
volcanic eruptions, asteroid impacts, ice ages, and mass
extinctions have left behind evidence that allow scientists to
learn more about the planet’s history.
For instance, around 75,000 years ago there was a massive
supervolcanic eruption at Lake Toba, located in what is now
Indonesia. This eruption is the largest known volcanic eruption
within the last 25 million years. The eruption deposited a layer of
ash all over South Asia, as well as the Indian Ocean, Arabian Sea,
and South China Sea. Scientists were able to use this widelydistributed layer of ash to learn about the supervolcano, when it
occurred, and how it impacted life on Earth.
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RI.8: Claims & Evidence
Which claim from the text, listed
below, is supported by the evidence of
a large layer of ash spread over parts
of South Asia and nearby seas?

The dinosaurs probably went
extinct when an asteroid hit the
earth.
Earth is nearly 4.5 billion years
old.
A massive volcanic eruption
happened at Lake Toba in
Indonesia many years ago.
Rocks previously thought of as
stones were actually fossilized
shark teeth.
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Lake Toba today
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The explosive eruption caused a volcanic winter, which killed
many plants and animals in southeast Asia, and resulted in a
decrease in temperatures worldwide. One controversial theory
hypothesizes that the eruption led to a long period of global
cooling, and that it killed most humans, which caused a
population bottleneck in human evolution. However, this theory
is widely disputed in the scientific community. Though evidence
from major events gives us lots of insight into how the world
once was, the evidence still needs to be interpreted and analyzed
in order to build theories.
The history of the earth is long and complex. Over time,
geological changes and major events have impacted the
environment and the course of life on Earth. Although there were
no people around to witness these changes, scientists have been
successful in constructing a timeline based on evidence from
rock strata and the fossil record. Over time, scientists in different
fields have been able to build off of each other’s discoveries and
hypotheses in order to put together a picture of what life on
Earth used to be like.
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